CONSTITUTIONAL STUDIES

Fall 2016 Courses

1. Ancient Foundations of Law, Liberty, and Justice

LTRS 2103 Introduction to Constitutional Studies (1, 2, 3, 4) Sec. 001
[MWF 11:30-12:20 p.m. | Butterfield] Sec. 002 [MWF 1:30-2:20 p.m. | Schumaker]
CLC 3403.001 Law and Justice [MW 1:30-2:45 p.m | Harper]

2. The Philosophical Background of American Constitutionalism

HIST 3463 Life of the American Mind to 1815 (2, 3) [W 6:00-8:50 p.m. | Kelly]
P SC 3703 From Plato to Machiavelli [TR 1:30-2:45 p.m. | Peters]
HIST 4353 Origins of American Foreign Policy (2, 3) [TR 3:00-4:15 p.m. | Gilje]
LTRS 4503.001 Capstone Course: Visions of America [MW 1:30-2:45 p.m. | McClay]

3. The American Founding

LTRS 3313.001 Secret Societies in American Culture (3, 4) [MWF 12:30-1:20 p.m. | Butterfield]
P SC 4263 American Constitutional Law I (3, 4) [MWF 10:30-11:20 a.m. | Tipler]
P SC 4273 Constitutional Interpretation (3, 4) [R 4:30-7:10 p.m. | Rowlett]
LTRS 4970.001 IACH Seminar: Gender and the Constitution (3, 4) [MW 3:00-4:15 p.m. | Schumaker]

4. The Constitutional Legacy in Modern America

P SC 3023 Law, Courts, and Social Change [TR 1:30-2:45 p.m. | Szymanski]
P SC 3203 Sexuality, Gender, and the Law [MW 3:00-4:15 p.m. | Tipler]
LTRS 3510.900 Famous Trials [TR 4:30-5:45 p.m. | Porwancher]
LTRS 3603 Debating Constitutional Controversies [TR 12:00-1:15 p.m. | Porwancher]
P SC 4283 Civil Rights and Civil Liberties [MW 3:00-4:15 p.m. | Wert]
HIST 4343 The Vietnam War [T 6:00-8:50 p.m. | Rankin]

() - Indicates That a Course Can Be Used to Fulfill Another Distribution


*All Courses Subject to Change, Check ozone.ou.edu For the Most Current Courses